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                      Activity Handout 
Activity 1 
Task A. General Knowledge Quiz. Students work in group/pairs.  
  
 
Group A   
1. Does a zebra have stripes?   
2. Do plants need the sun to grow?   
3. Can women give birth to babies?   
4. Do little babies have teeth?   
5. Can a father have five kids?   
6. Does a newspaper report the 
latest news?  
 
7. Can a book have pages?   
  
Group B   
1. Does a zebra live in the sea?   
2. Are plants sometimes grown in sea?  
3. Can women be presidents in some 
countries?  
 
4. Do little babies eat hamburgers?   
5. Does a father have to support his 
family?  
 
6. Does a newspaper have different 
sections?  
 
7. Does a book have pictures?   
  
 
Task B. Forming relative clauses. After both groups finish asking the other groups, the teacher 
will help them to report the sentences in full on the board in two columns, according to the 
topic in each sentence. Then s/he will join both sentences by using the first sentences as 
examples and linking them with the pronoun who/which for non-restrictive relative clauses 
(and that for *restrictive relative clauses, if they are used in the questionnaire). The main 
objective of this task is that students can determine which sentence contains the most 
important information and which sentence contains additional information.  
Ex. A zebra, which has stripes, does not live in the sea.  
 
Task C. Hands-on. The students try to connect the remaining sentences in the questionnaire / 
on the board. 
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Activity 2 Park Scene 
Task A. Listen-and-do (Perception). 
This is a picture of a public park. It looks empty and sad. In groups, add the pictures with the 
people, objects or animals that the teacher mentions. 
 
 
Teacher’s Instruction: 
a) If you look at the trees you can see a nest that has blue eggs 
b) Someone is walking by. It's a policeman, who wears black and blue sunglasses. 
c) Someone forgot an apple, which is on top of two books 
d) The park has a fountain that has pink lights 
e) Near the fountain there is a woman that is expecting a baby 
f) She also has a little boy, who is playing with a ball 
h) The family pet is near him. It's the dog that is under the bench 
i) Near the bench, a squirrel, which is afraid of dog, tries to climb a tree 
 
Task B. Pay attention to the sentences the teacher writes on the board. Then answer the 
following questions: 
 
1) Which sentences contain information which helped you decide between two objects, 
animals or people? What word is used to introduce this information? 
    a - b - c - d - e - f - g - h - i  
(Circle the right letters)     Word used: .........................  for object /person / animal * 
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2) Which sentences contain additional information refer to only one object, animal or 
person?    What words are used to introduce this information? 
      a - b - c - d - e - f - g - h - i  
(Circle the right letters)   Word used: .........................  for object /person / animal   
Word used: ....................    for object /person / animal 
 
 
Task C. Write sentences for the pictures which were not included in the park scene. According 
to your sentence, add it to the park scene. Pay attention to the words used in the previous 
exercise.(Production) 
e.g. A woman who is holding an umbrella walks to table. 
 
Activity 3 Noah’s Arc 
Instruction: 
 
Students are 
divided into 6 
groups. They are 
Noah's helpers 
and they will have 
to choose some of 
the animals which 
will be carried on 
his Arc. One of the members of the groups is going to read a list with the description of the 
chosen animal/s and the others are going to deduce it from the information in their description 
list.  
Description list: 
Sue the giraffe changes her diet every month and eats meat sometimes 
Bo the giraffe eats tree leaves all year round 
Brian the giraffe hates meat 
Selection list: 
Circle the giraffe that is vegetarian 
Mel the rhino likes peanuts for breakfast. 
Dan the rhino swims one mile every day. 
John the rhino walks to school from time to time. 
Selection list: 
Circle the rhino that likes sports. 
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Activity 4 Reverse Crossword  
Task A Student A is given two pieces of paper as below. Based on Key answer, students to 
give hints/definitions using relative clauses and write them under “Across” or “down”. 
A) Crossword 
 
B) Key 
1. teacher  2. eraser  3. noisy     4. computer 
5. janitor   6. bell  7. blackboard   8. headmaster 
Student B is given two pieces of paper as below. Based on Key answer, students to give 
hints/definitions using relative clauses and write them under “Across” or “down”. 
 
 
1. nurse 2.medicine  3. bed  4. disease 
5. ambulance 6. flu 6. doctor 7. patient 
 
 
Task B Student A and student B exchange their crossword paper. They solve the puzzle 
according to hint/definition. 
